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Institutional Mission
To bring about positive change through education, service, and outreach

Departmental Mission
The Department of Behavioral Sciences advances the University of West Alabama’s mission to improve key
student qualities of independent thinking, respect, and integrity by educating individuals to better
understand themselves, others, and their community.

1 GOAL

Address the educational, social, and cultural needs of the student body.

Address the educational, social, and cultural needs of the student body.

1.1 OUTCOME

Theory and Content

Students in behavioral sciences will demonstrate familiarity with major concepts, theoretical
perspectives, empirical findings, and historical trends within their discipline.

Action Plan
Administer exit exams to all graduating seniors in Spring 2020.

1.1.1 MEASURES

Performance on exit exam

Student knowledge of discipline-specific content is evidenced by successful completion of
projects in capstone courses for undergraduate students and successful thesis defense or
completion of comprehensive exams for graduate students.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.1.1.1 TARGETS

At least 70% of graduating seniors in behavioral sciences will receive a grade
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of 70% or higher on an exit exam devised by faculty in their discipline.
Not Met

TARGET

FINDINGS The exit exams were devised this semester and are still being administered, so the
department does not have information on this target at this time. Copies of the exit
exams for psychology and sociology have been added to the project attachments.
An exit interview has also been created for administration to the public safety
majors. The interview format was chosen because there is no capstone course for
that program. Interview questions have also been added to the project
attachments.

RECOMMENDATIONS The results of the exit exams will be analyzed to determine whether there are
general deficiencies in particular domains of psychology and sociology. The
findings will be discussed in departmental meetings to address these deficiencies.

1.2 OUTCOME

Research Methods

Students will understand and apply basic research methods, including research design, data
analysis, and interpretation.

1.2.1 MEASURES

Performance on capstone projects.

Student understanding of research methodology is evidenced by success in designing and
conducting research, analyzing data, and presenting the findings in capstone undergraduate
courses and graduate thesis projects.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.2.1.1 TARGETS

At least 70% of students completing original research projects in PY 480,
PY 490, PY 590, and SY 460 will earn final grades of 70% or better in PY
480, PY 490 and SY 460 and final grades of 80% or better in PY 590. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS 67% of students in PY 480, and 100% of students in PY 490 earned a 70% or
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better in the class. There were no students who took SY 460 during this cycle. All
students enrolled in PY 590 maintained an 80% in the course.

RECOMMENDATIONS Faculty will continue to reevaluate how these classes are conducted upon having
the results of the updated exit exams.

1.3 OUTCOME

Communication

Students in behavioral sciences will be able to express and discuss complex major-related
concepts sufficiently.

1.3.1 MEASURES

Performance on capstone projects.

Student ability to communicate effectively is evidenced by successful completion of writing
projects and/or presentations in capstone courses for undergraduate students and successful
thesis defense or completion of comprehensive exams for graduate students.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.3.1.1 TARGETS

At least 70% of students in PY 480, PY 490, PY 590, and SY 460 will earn
grades of 1) 70% or better on final writing projects and or presentations in
PY 480, 490, SY 450 and 460, and 2) successfully write and defend a thesis
in PY 590. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS 67% of students in PY 480, and 100% of students in PY 490 earned a 70% or
better in the class. There were no students who took SY 460 during this cycle. All
students enrolled in PY 590 maintained an 80% in the course.

RECOMMENDATIONS Faculty will continue to reevaluate how these classes are conducted upon having
the results of the updated exit exams.

1.4 OUTCOME

Critical Thinking

Students in behavioral sciences will think critically about and synthesize complex major-
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related concepts.

1.4.1 MEASURES

Performance on capstone projects.

Student ability to think critically is evidenced by successful completion of projects in capstone
courses for undergraduate students and successful thesis defense or completion of
comprehensive exams for graduate students.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.4.1.1 TARGETS

At least 70% of students completing original research projects in PY 480,
PY 490, PY 590, and SY 460 will earn final grades of 1) 70% or better in PY
480, 490, SY 450 and 460, and 2) final grades of 80% or better in PY 590.

Met

TARGET

FINDINGS 67% of students in PY 480, and 100% of students in PY 490 earned a 70% or
better in the class. There were no students who took SY 460 during this cycle. All
students enrolled in PY 590 maintained an 80% in the course.

RECOMMENDATIONS Faculty will continue to reevaluate how these classes are conducted upon having
the results of the updated exit exams.

1.5 OUTCOME

Sociocultural and International Awareness

Students in behavioral sciences will show sufficient understanding of responsible citizenship,
political issues, and ethnic relations.

Action Plan
Faculty will continue to review rubrics and pedagogical methods in these classes to make
modifications that will benefit the students and expose them to issues of diversity.

1.5.1 MEASURES

Performance in courses in which the content emphasizes sociocultural
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differences.

While all behavioral science courses aim to broaden student sociocultural awareness, some
courses make cultural diversity a central theme. Student appreciation of cultural diversity is
evidenced by student success in those courses.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.5.1.1 TARGETS

At least 70% of students completing requirements in PY 330, PY 436, SY 312,
and SY 326 will earn final grades of 70% or better in those courses.

Partially Met

TARGET

FINDINGS 82% of students in PY 330, 67% of students in PY 436, 31% of students in SY 312,
and 85% of students in SY 326 earned grades of 70% or better.

RECOMMENDATIONS Faculty will continue to reevaluate how these classes are conducted.

1.6 OUTCOME

Continuing Education and Career Planning

Students will gain knowledge and understanding of continuing education possibilities and
career options.

Action Plan
Utilize exit exam results to evaluate current course content and classroom instruction.

1.6.1 MEASURES

Student surveys

Student knowledge and preparedness for further education or employment is evidenced by a
brief survey given to students at time points prior to and after they earn their degree.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.6.1.1 TARGETS

Student confidence about further educational or employment-related plans
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after earning degree will increase between sophomore and senior years as
evidenced by surveys given in PY 205 and SY 200 and again in PY 480, 490,
and SY 460. Not Met

TARGET

FINDINGS As with the revised exit exams, these short surveys or interviews about career goals
were just devised and administered for the first time during the Fall semester of
2019, and therefore it is impossible to determine at this point how much career
competence changes between the sophomore and senior year until some students
have passed through the cycle and responded to the survey for the second time.

RECOMMENDATIONS Preliminary observations of the exit survey items should allow department to add
modules to existing classes - particularly PY 205 and SY 200 and the capstone
sources in each discipline-- to address career planning, resume prep, graduate
school application processes, and the like.

1.6.1.2 TARGETS

25% of graduates from behavioral science programs will be continuing their
education or employed in a relevant job one year after graduating.

Not Met

TARGET

FINDINGS The exit surveys the department is now administering to graduating students
request a non-UWA contact email address so that alumni can be contacted directly
after graduation to find out what they are doing. Faculty believe this will allow the
department to evaluate this goal more accurately than faculty have been able to in
the past. Contact information for the graduates of fall 2019 was collected, so those
individuals employment or further education will be able to be determined during
the Fall semester 2020.

RECOMMENDATIONS Continue to utilize exit exam results to evaluate current course content and
classroom instruction.

1.7 OUTCOME

Support faculty-led research

The Department of Behavioral Sciences will encourage and support faculty who wish to
engage in research through the availability of 1-3 credit research practicum courses in
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psychology and sociology. The research practicum serves two important purposes: providing
faculty with an opportunity for development and scholarship, and providing students with
enhanced mentorship and research experience.

Action Plan
Continue to encourage high quality, competent undergraduate students to become interested and
involved in hands-on research which immerses them in the discipline and makes them better
prospects for employment or additional education when they finish their degrees. This will in turn
assist faculty in meeting scholarship criteria for tenure and promotion.

1.7.1 MEASURES

Enrollment in PY 498 and SY 498.

Enrollment in PY 498 and SY 498.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.7.1.1 TARGETS

At least one student per year will earn credit in PY 498 and SY 498 assisting
with faculty-led research. Partially Met

TARGET

FINDINGS In the spring semester of 2019, 6 students were enrolled in SY 498. No students
were enrolled in PY 498 during the 2018-2019 cycle.

RECOMMENDATIONS Findings are satisfactory.

1.7.2 MEASURES

Products of faculty-led research.

Faculty-led research may produce publications or conference presentations thereby
providing students with the full experience of being an academic.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.7.2.1 TARGETS

At least one behavioral sciences student per year will present research at a
conference or be listed as an author on a presentation or publication. Met

TARGET
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FINDINGS Work done in the SY 498 course led to two conference presentations for Dr.
Fenton, although the students were not interested in developing their own part of
the research further.

RECOMMENDATIONS Students are completing research under faculty mentorship, if not always when
they are signed up for PY 498 or SY 498. For example, 407, independent study
courses can also serve this function, and many of the psychology faculty are now
involved in mentoring graduate students completing a thesis. This outcome
description needs to be modified in order to reflect these other ways that students
and faculty collaborate on research projects.

Project Attachments (12)

ATTACHMENTS FILE SIZE

   entrance exit exam psychology.docx 26KB

   Exit Survey BSPS.pdf 76KB

   PY 205 syllabus SP 18.docx 37KB

   PY 330 Paper Grading Sheet.pdf 50KB

   PY 480-f17.docx 40KB

   PY 490 complete syllabus Sp 19.pdf 277KB

   PY 490 Grading Sheet.pdf 53KB

   PY 490 presentation Grading Sheet.pdf 53KB

   SY 200 final paper assignment.pdf 139KB

   SY200 syllabus and exams.pdf 383KB

   SY312_Rubric_papers.pdf 8KB

   SY460_Rubric.pdf 33KB
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Planning and Assessment Approval 

Department or Division: Behavioral Sciences 
Chair or Director: Dr. Joy Cauthron 
Dean or Vice President: Dr. Mark Davis 
u:.c:.c:::c 

Goals 
Goals are broad statements describing what the unit wants to YES x 
accomplish. Goals relate to both the unit's mission and the -

---

University's mission. The goal(s) is stated as the University goal(s) a 
unit is attempting to meet. 

Outcomes/Objectives 
Outcomes and objectives are·statements that describe in some detail 
what the unit plans to accomplish. Outcomes/objectives are 
associated with all applicable goals, strategic plans, standards, and 
institutional priorities. 

Objectives are active-verb descriptions of specific points or tasks the 
unit will accomplish or reach-; Outcomes are active-verb descriptions 
of a desired end result related to student learning and the unit's 
mission. 

Measures 
Measures are statements to judge success in achieving the stated 
outcome or objective. Measures contain information on the type of 
evidence and assessment toof that a unit will use to verify if stated 
outcome/objective has been met. 

Achievement Targets 
Achievement targets are the thresholds that the measures must meet 
for the unit to determine that it has been successful in meeting its 
specified outcomes/objectives. Achievement targets are measurable 
statements. 

NO 

YES X ---

NO 

YES 

NO 

YES X 

NO 

YES X 

NO 



Findings 
Findings are indications whether an outcome/objective was met or 
not. Findings are put into the system under each achievement target. 
Findings include an interpretation of results, possible uses of results, 
reflection on problems encountered, indicated 
improvements/changes and strengths or weakness. 

Action Plans 
Action plans are detailed plans created by the unit to meet an 
outcome/objective that was only partially met or not met or to make 
improvement to those outcomes/objectives that were met but still 
need some strengthening. The plan includes a projected completion 
elate, implementation description, responsible person(s)/group, 
resources required, and budget amount (if applicable). 

Action plans created in previous cycles have been updated with 
implementation notes. 

Annual Report 
The Annual Report section contains information on key 
achievements, faculty and/or staff achievements, and 
community/public. 

Analysis Report 
The unit has reflected on and·createcl narratives for each of the 
following areas: speci fie strengths and progress made on 
outcomes/objectives, specific weaknesses or challenges, plans that 
were and were not implemented, and how assessment results will be 
used for continuous improvement. 

Approved by: /~/ b------

YES X 

NO 

YES X 

NO 

YES X 

NO 

YES X 

NO 

YES X 

NO 

Received by OIE: _ 
-=-t----f,f---fl--N---H~-~-----------

Date: 2/10/2020 -----

Date: ii/ .3 I J..o'),U 
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